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Project location                                       File Number    


SPEC NOTE - Frenette(Aug/18/2009): - This specification has been developed by the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division for use in Department of Education Major Capital Projects and Capital Improvement Projects. The wood athletic floor system consists of Canadian-graded hardwood and readily available building materials. Proprietary DIN-rated or DIN-certified flooring systems are NOT necessary unless specifically required for a certain project by the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division. The Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager will advise when and if required. Regional Materials are encourage in order to help meet certain requirements for HPB (High Performance Building). 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette(Aug/18/2009): Two systems are specified in this Section, TYPE "A" (Thicker system) typically for new schools and TYPE "B" (Thinner system) typically for renovations. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/17/2009): The use of wood athletic flooring is limited to Middle Schools and High Schools unless prior approval is received from the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager. Coordinate this specification section with the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division guidelines. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Sept/02/2009): ENVIRONMENTAL: This Section specifies environmentally responsible material choices, including recycling and reuse options, and generally available disposal options. 


PART 1 - GENERAL



1.1      SECTION INCLUDES 

.1 	Polyethylene vapour barrier over the concrete slab. 

.2 	Sub-floor system, including additional blocking required by [bleachers] [portable basketball backstops]. 

.3 	Placing, securing, sanding, finishing of the flooring including application of game lines. 

.4 	Installation of perimeter vented base. 

.5 	Installation of floor sockets. 



SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/24/2009): Edit "RELATED SECTIONS" article to suit project's application. Modify also to suit when using 6 digit master format specifications. 

1.2      RELATED SECTIONS 

.1 	Section [_______] - [Cast-in-Place Concrete]: Site placed concrete for floors. 

.2 	Section [_______] - [Concrete Finishing]: Finish trowelling and tolerances of the floor slab. 

.3 	Section [_______] - [Door Hardware]: Aluminum thresholds at door openings. 

.4 	Section [_______] - [Athletic Equipment]: Recessed [equipment][floor sockets][floor anchors]. 

.5 	Section [_______] - [Telescoping Bleachers]: Loading information requiring special blocking. 



SPEC NOTE: Edit list of standards references to include only those standards referenced in project specification. 

1.3      REFERENCES 

.1 	Canadian General Standards Board (CGSB). 
.1 	CAN/CGSB-19.21-M87, Sealing and Bedding Compound Acoustical. 
.2 	CAN/CGSB-51.34-M86, Vapour Barrier, Polyethylene Sheet for Use in Building Construction. 
.3 	CGSB 37-GP-9Ma-[83], Primer, Asphalt, Unfilled, for Asphalt Roofing, Dampproofing and Waterproofing. 

.2 	Canadian Lumberman's Association (CLA). 
.1 	Canadian Hardwood Flooring Grading Rules. 

.3 	Canadian Standards Association (CSA). 
.1 	CSA A123.3-[98], Asphalt Saturated Organic Roofing Felt. 
.2 	CSA O151-[M1978], Canadian Softwood Plywood. 
.3 	CAN/CSA-O325.0-[92(R1998)], Construction Sheathing. 
.4 	CAN3-Z299.0-[86(R2002)], Guide for Selecting and Implementing the CAN3-Z299-85 Quality Assurance Program Standards. 
.5 	CSA Z760-[94(R2001)], Life Cycle Assessment. 
.6 	CAN/CSA-Z808-[96], A Sustainable Forest Management System: Guidance Document. 
.7 	CAN/CSA-ISO 14040-[97], Environmental Management-Life Cycle Assessment-Principles and Framework. 
.8 	CSA B111-1974 (R1998), Wire Nails, Spikes, and Staples. 
.9 	CSA O112, Wood Adhesives. 
.10 	CSA O121-M1978 (R1998), Douglas Fir Plywood. 
.11 	CAN/CSA-O141-91 (R1999), Softwood Lumber. 

.4 	Maple Flooring Manufacturers Association (MFMA). 
.1 	Athletic Flooring Sealer and Finish Specifications and Conformance List. 

.5 	Environmental Choice Program (ECP). 
.1 	CCD-045-[95], Adhesives. 
.2 	CCD-048-[98], Surface Coatings Recycled Water-borne. 
.3 	CCD-126h-[95], Construction Film (Polyethylene Plastic Film Product). 
.4 	CCD-047a-[98], Paints-Surface Coatings. 
.5 	CCD-047b-[98], Stains - Surface Coatings. 
.6 	CCD-047c-[98], Varnishes - Surface Coatings. 



1.4      SUBMITTALS 

.1 	Submit to requirements of Section [01 00 01 - PROJECT SPECIFIC GENERAL REQUIREMENTS] [01 00 02 - STANDARD GENERAL REQUIREMENTS]. 

.2 	Product data: Submit product data for each component used in assembly of finished flooring system, including but not limited to [strip flooring], [finishes], [leveling and patching materials,] [floor sockets and anchors,] [and thresholds, adhesives, wall base, game line paint], [___________]. 

.3 	Manufacturer's installation instructions: Indicate preparation instructions, environmental requirements, product delivery, handling and storage criteria, and installation requirements and techniques. 

.4 	Shop drawings: Clearly indicate the maple floor pattern, court layouts and colors, location of floor accessories, pertinent dimensions, general construction and materials. 

.5 	Submit shop drawings for review and approval by Engineer - Architect of game line layouts, centre floor logo (when applicable) anchors layout, floor sockets layout and any other required information prior to installation. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/18/2009): Request samples at discretion of Project Manager. On HPB (High Performance Building) either return samples after review and approval or request mock-up to help the reduction of waste in landfills and the use of virgin materials. Edit to suit project applications. Delete when not applicable. 

.6 	Samples: Submit [two] [300] mm long samples of strip flooring and [two] resilient pads. 

.7 	Provide maintenance data for floor finish and care for incorporation into manual specified in Section[01 00 01 - PROJECT SPECIFIC GENERAL REQUIREMENTS] [01 00 02 - STANDARD GENERAL REQUIREMENTS]. All maintenance product must meet HPB (High Performance Building) requirements such as VOC contents. 

.8 	Train the Owner's maintenance staff on the proper care and maintenance of the finished flooring. 
.1 	Instructions to include manufacturer's recommended materials and methods for cleaning, including precautions in the use of cleaning materials that may be detrimental to surface if improperly applied. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/18/2009): Edit "Sustainable Design Submittals" article to suit project application and HPB (High Performance Building) requirements. Always confirm allowed VOC limits with latest version of HPB (High Performance Building) documentation. 

.9 	Sustainable Design Submittals: 
.1 	Submit a complete HPB (High Performance Building) Material Declaration form for all products supplied by this Section including but not limited to sealants, adhesives, finishes, game line paints and primers. Include supporting documentation such as declaration that products contain no added Urea-formaldehyde and VOC limits are within acceptable range. 
.2 	Refer also to sections 00 21 14, 00 21 15, 01 00 01, 01 00 02 for additional submission that may be required for HPB (High Performance Buildings). 

.10 	Provide written declaration that site conditions meet the requirements of the flooring manufacturer prior to commencement of Work. 

.11 	Submit also all documentation as requested in other articles of this specification section. 



SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/18/2009): Request mock-up when directed by the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager. Edit to suit project application. On HPB (High Performance Building), mock-up may be requested in lieu of samples to help the reduction of waste in landfills and the use of virgin materials. Edit to suit project applications. 

1.5      MOCK-UP 

.1 	Construct mock-ups in accordance with Section[01 00 01 - PROJECT SPECIFIC GENERAL REQUIREMENTS], Section [01 00 02 - STANDARD GENERAL REQUIREMENTS] . 

.2 	Construct mock-ups at location [as directed] [as indicated]by Engineer - Architect. 

.3 	Construct mock-up [10 m²] minimum of flooring including one corner and all components of entire floor system. 

.4 	Mock-up will be used: 
.1 	To judge workmanship, substrate preparation, operation of equipment and material application. 

.5 	Locate [where directed] [where indicated]. 

.6 	Allow [24] [____] hours for inspection of mock-up by Engineer - Architect. Obtain written approval before proceeding with work. 

.7 	When accepted, mock-up will demonstrate minimum standard of quality required for this work. [Approved mock-up may [not] [______] remain as part of finished work]. [Remove mock-up and dispose of materials when no longer required and when directed by [Departmental Representative] [Consultant] [______]]. 

.8 	Pre-installation Meetings: conduct pre-installation meeting to verify project requirements, manufacturer's installation instructions and manufacturer's warranty requirements. Comply with Section [______]. 


SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/25/2009): Edit article "Quality Assurance" to suit project application. 

1.6      QUALITY ASSURANCE 

.1 	The work of this Section to be performed by skilled workmen with at least three [3][5][10] years documented installation experience with the type of floor system and materials specified herein. 

.2 	At the Engineer-Architect's request, submit a list of [3][5][10] completed installations of similar magnitude and complexity. 

.3 	Test Reports: certified test reports showing compliance with specified performance characteristics and physical properties. 

.4 	Certificates: product certificates signed by manufacturer certifying materials comply with specified performance characteristics and criteria and physical requirements. 

.5 	Flooring contractor's project manager or foreman to be present during all phases of flooring installation. 



1.7      PRE-INSTALLATION CONFERENCE 

.1 	Organize and record the proceedings of a pre-installation conference that includes the Engineer-Architect, Contractor, flooring contractor's project manager or foreman and athletic flooring manufacturer's representative to verify project requirements, manufacturer's installation instructions and manufacturer's warranty requirements. 

.2 	Schedule the conference after completion of subfloor preparation and testing, and prior to installation of the athletic flooring system. 



1.8      DELIVERY, STORAGE, HANDLING 

.1 	Material not to be delivered until masonry, gypsum wallboard, framing members and painting, plastering, tile work, marble and terrazzo work are completed and thoroughly dry, and overhead mechanical work, lighting, backstops, scoreboards are installed and [any additional work as directed by Engineer - Architect]. 
.1 	Do not transport or unload flooring in rain, snow or other excessively humid conditions. 

.2 	Deliver and store all materials to requirements of [01 00 01 - PROJECT SPECIFIC GENERAL REQUIREMENTS] [01 00 02 - STANDARD GENERAL REQUIREMENTS]. 

.3 	Provide and maintain dry, off-ground weatherproof storage. 
.1 	Store in weather proof area of building to location approved by Engineer - Architect. 
.2 	Store materials in fully enclosed ventilated, clean and dry storage space in areas of installation for minimum of [72] [______] hours prior to commencing of work. 

.4 	Place runways over work to enable movement of material and other traffic [when] [and] [where] directed by Engineer - Architect. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/19/2009): Acclimatizing time is generally 7 days, however during high humidity of the summer months, consider 14 days. Do not install until proper acclimatizing (including humidity and room temperature) has been obtained. 

.5 	Materials to be unbundled and loosely piled to allow acclimatizing to begin. The acclimatizing process to be continuous for [seven] [fourteen] days prior to installation. Provide written report to confirm that all procedures were followed. 

.6 	Check and record moisture content of both flooring and sub-flooring, and report findings to the [Contractor] [and] [Engineer-Architect] before beginning installation. 

.7 	Cover flooring with tarpaulin or vinyl if atmosphere is foggy or damp. 

.8 	Leave adequate room for good air circulation around stacks of flooring. 

.9 	Maintain heat near occupancy levels for five days prior to delivery and until sanding and finishing are complete during winter months. 

.10 	Deliver flooring and break into small lots in rooms where it will be installed. 



SPEC NOTE: Edit the following "ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS" article to suit project conditions for new construction or renovation work Coordinate also with manufacturer's written recommendations. 

1.9      ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS 

.1 	Check and record moisture content of sub-floor, and report findings to the [Contractor] [and] [Engineer-Architect] before beginning installation. 

.2 	Maintain room temperature of [13] to [27] degrees Celsius and relative humidity of [35] to [50]% for [seven] [fourteen] days before, during and after installation. Provide written report to confirm that all procedures were followed. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Sept/17/2009): Verify separation composition requirements with code requirements as fire separation may be required to divide construction area from occupied area. When fire separation is not required, coordinate with the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager. Edit to suit. 

.3 	When floor finish operations are performed during occupied periods, as determined by the Engineer - Architect, isolate the work area using [sealed polyethylene barriers unless noted otherwise] [as detailed] [as directed by Engineer - Architect] [as follows:_______]. Provide direct exhaust to the outdoors during the finishing period and [72 hours] [_____] after finishing is complete. 

.4 	Humidity range in the building must not vary more than [15]% before, during or after installation or as directed by manufacturer. 

.5 	Ventilation: 
.1 	Provide continuously during and after installation. Run system [24] [______] hours per day during installation; provide continuous ventilation for [7] [______] days after completion of installation. 
.2 	Ventilate enclosed spaces as approved by Engineer - Architect. 
SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Sept/08/2009): Only allow use of existing system when approved by the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager. Delete article when not applicable. When project is a HPB (High Performance Building), it is not recommended to use existing system. But when it is used, special precautions are to be taken. 
.3 	Maintain continuous ventilation during installation of flooring. [Existing ventilation may be used if capable of providing adequate air changes.] Provide [additional] ventilation when directed by Engineer-Architect. 

.6 	Flooring installation not to begin until subcontract work that could cause damage, dirt, dust or interruption of normal installation pace is completed. The installation area to be closed to traffic and activity for a period set by flooring contractor. 
.1 	Provide signage (bilingual when directed by Engineer - Architect) to redirect traffic accordingly. 
.2 	Coordinate redirection of traffic and advise authority having jurisdiction such as fire chief or fire marshal when affecting fire exits and exit path of travel. 

.7 	After flooring is installed and game lines are painted, area to be kept secured to allow curing time for the paint and finish system. No other trades will be allowed on floor until flooring is accepted by Engineer-Architect. 



SPEC NOTE -Frenette (Aug/19/2009): Use the following article for retrofit projects only. Edit to suit project applications. Delete when not applicable. 

1.10     EXISTING CONDITIONS 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Sept/10/2009): When existing floor demolition was approved by the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager, use article below. Delete when not applicable. 

.1 	Upon demolition of existing floor assembly, report any substrate problems that may negatively impact the new flooring installation, including cracks in concrete slab, concrete slab deterioration, evidence of moisture, variances in slab flatness beyond specified tolerance, etc. 

.2 	Prior to drilling or demolishing concrete slab for placement of new floor sockets, verify that there are no buried utilities that may be damaged. Record and report the location of buried utilities to the Engineer-Architect. 

.3 	Prior to installation of floor, notify Engineer - Architect [48] hours in advance for visual inspection of floor sub base. Provide all requested documentation confirming that all preparation work and acclimatizing has been followed and obtain written consent to proceed with installation. 



SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/19/2009): Edit Waste Management and Disposal article to suit project application. Confirm and coordinate with project manager as required. Coordinate also with Section "01 74 20 - CONSTRUCTION WASTE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL (HPB PROJECTS)" when applicable. 

1.11     WASTE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL 

.1 	Separate and recycle waste materials in accordance with Sections [01 00 01 - PROJECT SPECIFIC GENERAL REQUIREMENTS], [01 00 02 - STANDARD GENERAL REQUIREMENTS], [01 74 20 - CONSTRUCTION WASTE MANAGEMENT AND DISPOSAL (HPB PROJECTS)] [______]. 

.2 	Hazardous waste: 
.1 	Paint, primers, sealers, sealants, and related materials (thinners, solvents, etc.,) are regarded as hazardous products and are subject to regulations for disposal. [Information on these controls can be obtained from Provincial Ministries of Environment and Regional levels of Government.] 
.2 	Material which cannot be reused must be treated as hazardous waste and disposed of in an appropriate manner. 
.3 	Place, close and seal materials defined as hazardous or toxic waste, including used sealant and adhesive tubes and containers, in containers or areas designated for hazardous waste, well ventilated, fire safe at moderate temperature. 
.4 	Unused paint, coating, finish products, sealant and adhesive materials must be disposed of [at either an official hazardous material collections site as approved by Engineer - Architect], [as per Waste Management Plan] [or] [as per regulation obtained from Provincial Ministries of Environment and Regional levels of Government]. [Use most stringent ruling as means of disposal]. 

.3 	Ensure emptied containers are sealed, stored safely away from children at location approved by Engineer - Architect. 

.4 	To reduce the amount of contaminants entering waterways, sanitary/storm drain systems or into ground the following procedures shall be strictly adhered to: 
.1 	Retain cleaning water for water-based materials to allow sediments to be filtered out. Do not dispose into sewer system, into streams, lakes, onto ground or in other location where it will create health or environmental hazard. 
.2 	Retain cleaners, thinners, solvents and excess paint and place in designated containers and ensure proper disposal. 
.3 	Return solvent and oil soaked rags used during painting operations for contaminants recovery, proper disposal, or appropriate cleaning and laundering. 

.5 	Where paint recycling is available, collect waste paint by type and provide for delivery to recycling or collection facility. 

.6 	Use the least toxic sealants, and adhesives necessary to comply with requirements of this section. 

.7 	Collect and separate for disposal paper, metal, plastic, polystyrene, wood and corrugated cardboard, packaging material in appropriate on-site bins for recycling in accordance with Waste Management Plan. 

.8 	Separate protective materials when possible for reuse or for recycling. 

.9 	Divert concrete materials (from demolition) from landfill as per Construction Waste Management Plan or as directed by Engineer - Architect. 

.10 	Fold up metal banding, flatten and place in designated area for recycling. 

.11 	Collect, package and store sheet metal cut-offs and waste for recycling and return to recycler in accordance with Waste Management Plan. 

.12 	As required Separate wood waste in accordance with the Waste Management Plan and place in designated areas in the categories as per the Waste Management plan. 

.13 	Set aside damaged wood and dimensional lumber off-cuts for approved alternative uses (e.g. bracing, blocking, cripples, bridging). Store this separated reusable wood waste convenient to cutting station and area of work. 

.14 	Do not burn scrap at the project site. 

.15 	Separate unusable scrap wood monitor quantity and store at location determined by waste management plan. Refer to Construction waste management Plan 

.16 	Collect wood packing shims and pallets and place in designated area for recycling and reuse. 



PART 2 - PRODUCTS

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/19/2009): The use of thinner strip flooring may reduce the effects of expansion and contraction due to changes in relative humidity. Recommended flooring is 26 x 57 mm, however 20 x 38 mm flooring is recommended for installation in areas of high humidity. In retrofit projects, verify the dimension and performance of the previous floor assembly to assist in selection of proper material. Coordinate floor depression requirements with manufacturer and total thickness of entire floor assembly. Edit to suit project application. 


SPEC NOTE - Frenette(Aug/18/2009): Two systems are specified in this Section. TYPE "A" (Thicker system): The sleeper is recommended for new construction and for retrofit where the gymnasium slab is lower (depressed) than the adjacent floor slab to accommodate the total thickness of the finished floor system. TYPE "B" (Thinner system): The compact floor is  recommended where increases in the finished floor thickness must be minimized or when replacing an existing synthetic floor installation. 


SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/19/2009): Acceptable systems that meet the requirements of this specification section are as follows: 1. Permacushion Plus by Crystal Flooring (TYPE "A"). 2. Compact II by Crystal Flooring (TYPE "B"). 

                     3. Air-Channel Classic by Robbins Sport Surfaces and also sold 
                     through Centaur (TYPE "A"). 
                     4. Bio-Cushion Classic by Robbins Sport Surfaces and also 
                     sold through Centaur (TYPE "B"). 

                     5. BasicFlex II by Pyramid Sports Floor System (TYPE "A"). 
                     6. BasicFlex III by Pyramid Sports Floor System (TYPE "B"). 

                     7. TemSportII (Enhanced Sleeper Systems) by AHF All Hardwood Floor 
                     LTD. (TYPE "A"). 
                     8. TemSportIII (Panel Systems) by AHF All Hardwood Floor  LTD. (TYPE 
                     "B"). 

                     9. Duracushion III Floating System by Connor  Hardwood Courts  (TYPE 
                     "A"). 
                     10.  Duracushion I Floating System by Connor Hardwood Courts (TYPE 
                     "B") . 

                     11. Or approved equivalent. 
                     Obtain prior to specifying, written approval from the Department 
                     of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project 
                     Manager for alternate systems not described above. 



2.1      MATERIALS 

.1 	Strip flooring: Northern Hard Maple, unfinished, [20][26] mm thick x [38][57] mm width, [First Grade] to CLA Grading Rules, tongue and groove edges, end matched. Deliver to site with a moisture content between [6-9]%. 
.1 	MFMA Grading is considered equivalent to CLA and is acceptable. 
.2 	Provide proof documentation of moisture content at delivery. 

.2 	Subfloor panels: Douglas Fir plywood, conforming to requirements of CSA-O121, sheathing grade, square edges, [13][19] mm thick. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (June 15/2010): Delete sleeper article when sleeper system type "A" is not used. 

.3 	Sleepers: [38] mm x [65] mm x [1200] mm, kiln dried, SPF #2 or better, S4S, conforming to requirements of CAN/CSA-O141. 

.4 	Acceptable systems: 
.1 	[See spec Note above article "2.1 MATERIALS" and add list of acceptable systems accordingly to suit project]. 



2.2      COMPONENTS 

.1 	Resilient pads: [10 mm] [13mm] [____mm] thick, natural or recycled rubber, EPDM, or polyurethane pads, compressible to [1.5] mm without permanent deformation under [275] kPa load. Durometer hardness to suit use of floor assembly in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations. 

.2 	Polyethylene film: to CAN/CGSB-51.34, listed on CGSB Certification Program List, 0.15 mm (6 mil) thick. Lap joints [150]mm minimum and seal. 

.3 	Felt underlay: to CSA A123.3, organic felt No.15. 

.4 	Perimeter base: [75 x 100] mm, heavy duty, molded rubber, vented cove with pre-molded outside corners. Black color. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/19/2009): Delete 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 if floor sockets and anchors are not required. Refer to drawings and ensure layout is included on drawings. Coordinate the supply of sockets and anchors in this Section when not supplied elsewhere. Edit to suit when supplied by other section and installed by this one. 

.5 	Floating floor sockets: brass flange and cover, cast-in-place steel socket for tubing of size [specified][required to match existing gymnasium equipment][supplied by section [_______] and [installed by this section]. 

.6 	Floating floor anchors: brass flange and cover, cast-in-place steel hook anchor. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/19/2009): Coordinate the supply of thresholds in this Section when not supplied elsewhere. Edit to suit project application. 

.7 	Thresholds: [supplied by Section] [_________] [_____mm thick] x [frame depth] + [75 mm] x [width of frame opening][size as indicated],[mill finish aluminum plate] [bevelled edges], [smooth surfaces], [cut to profile of frame jamb section when installed after frames], [extruded aluminum, [plain][serrated] surface][maple], finish as selected by Engineer-Architect. Provide [stainless steel], [______] fasteners [countersunk] flush with surface. 



SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/19/2009): Provide waterborne finish unless otherwise directed in writing by the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager. Products and materials specified must meet HPB (High Performance Building) requirements such as maximum allowed VOC limits. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/19/2009): Other Finishes available are oil-modified urethane finish, moisture cured urethane finish and water-based finish. Moisture cured urethanes produce a hard and moisture resistant finish, but are difficult to apply and may cause side bonding in the strip flooring, resulting in cracks in individual wood strips. Water-based finishes are environmentally friendly, but may also cause side bonding if not properly prepared. To prevent side bonding when using water-based finish, the sealer coat must be oil-based. Never apply oil-based finish over water-based finish. The use of oil-modified finish has good durability. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/19/2009): Water finishes are required by the Department of Education Performance Guidelines unless the use of oil-based finishes are pre approved or required during the preliminary design stage. When using oil-based finishes, verify that stakeholders (Project Manager, end-user, etc.) are notified of floor finishing schedule to limit occupant exposure to fumes. Oil-based finish is not recommended on HPB (High Performance Building). All oil-based finishes must meet the HPB (High Performance Building) requirements such as maximum allowed VOC limits. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/19/2009): Edit as required or delete article below when not using water-base finish. Always confirm allowed VOC limits with latest version of HPB (High Performance Building) documentation. 

2.3      FINISHING MATERIALS 



.1 	Water-base finish application: 
.1 	Low VOC (maximum [275g/L]) oil modified polyurethane clear wood floor finish (to prevent swelling and rising of wood grain causing bonding of the tongue-and-groove joints). Selected from the most recent listing of the tested and certified products of the MFMA (Maple Flooring Manufactures Association). 
.2 	Primers and sealers: max VOC [100g/L]. 
.3 	Game lines Paint: Use product compatible with all other products in the system. Low VOC product which are acceptable to HPB (High Performance Building) requirements only. Non flat coatings max VOC [50g/L]. Non flat high gloss max VOC [50g/L]. Flats max VOC [50 g/L]. Alkyds max VOC [420g/L]. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/24/2009): When applicable and required by the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager, provide wording and sketch for Logo on floor. Article below is example of wording. Edit to suit project application. Always confirm allowed VOC limits with latest version of HPB (High Performance Building) documentation. 

.4 	Logo Paint: Same paint as game lines. Provide school logo to centre court circle, full size, up to [seven] colors. Engineer - Architect will provide graphics in electronic format after contract award based on design as described in contract documents. Obtain logo approval from Engineer - Architect prior to painting. 
.5 	Application of finish coat: low VOC (maximum [275 g/]l) commercial grade, two component, clear waterborne polyurethane finish. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/24/2009): Edit as required or delete article below when not using oil-base finish. Oil-based finish must be pre-approved by the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager. Always confirm allowed VOC limits with latest version of HPB (High Performance Building) documentation. 

.2 	Oil-Base finish application: 
.1 	Low VOC (maximum [275g/L]) clear wood floor finish oil-modified [moisture cured] , minimum [32]% solid content, selected from the most recent listing of the tested and certified products of the MFMA (Maple Flooring Manufactures Association). 
.2 	Primers and sealers: max VOC [100g/L]. 
.3 	Game lines Paint: Use product compatible with all other products in the system. Low VOC product which are acceptable to HPB (High Performance Building) requirements only. Non flat coatings max VOC [50g/L]. Non flat high gloss max VOC [50g/L]. Flats max VOC [50 g/L]. Alkyds max VOC [420g/L]. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/24/2009): When applicable and required by the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager, provide wording and sketch for Logo on floor. Article below is example of wording. Edit to suit project application. Always confirm allowed VOC limits with latest version of HPB (High Performance Building) documentation. 

.4 	Logo Paint: Same paint as game lines. Provide school logo to centre court circle, full size, up to [seven] colors. Engineer - Architect will provide graphics in electronic format after contract award based on design as described in contract documents. Obtain logo approval from Engineer - Architect prior to painting. 
.5 	Finish: clear, oil-modified [moisture cured], max VOC [275g/l], minimum [44]% solid content, minimum Sward hardness of [62], selected from the most recent listing of the tested and certified products of the MFMA (Maple Flooring Manufactures Association). 



SPEC NOTE -Frenette (Aug/24/2009): Use the anchors specified below as they are the most effective types available. Alternate fastening products may reduce the installation costs, but are less effective and could lead to squeaks and dead spots in the floor. Obtain written approval from the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager prior to using alternate method. 

2.4      ACCESSORIES 

.1 	Fasteners for sleepers: drilled and pinned [powder activated] anchors with a minimum pull out strength of [6200 kPa]. 

.2 	Fasteners for subfloor: [wood screws] [nails] [staples] conforming to CSA B111. 

.3 	Fasteners for strip flooring: [barbed cleats] [staples] conforming to CSA B111. 

.4 	Adhesive: Wood construction adhesive conforming to [CSA O11]. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette Aug/24/2009): Preparation of the substrate should be coordinated with the other sections. Depending on the project. The flooring contractor may be required to prepare the substrate prior to installation of the floor system. Delete the following article if not applicable. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/17/2009): For new construction or renovation work, ensure to Coordinate materials used for leveler and/or filler with HPB (High Performance Building) requirements and all other products in the floor system. Do not exceed allowed VOC contents. Always confirm allowed VOC limits with latest version of HPB (High Performance Building) documentation. 

.5 	Subfloor filler for ramps at changes of flooring: trowelable consistency, compatible with substrate. 

.6 	Subfloor filler all other locations: self leveling consistency, compatible with substrate. 

.7 	Grout fill at floor sockets: Portland cement/sand/water to produce [15]MPa mix with[75] to [100] mm slump. 

.8 	Acoustical sealant: to [CAN/CGSB-19.21], single-component, non-hardening, non-skinning, synthetic rubber. Maximum allowed VOC for sealants and sealant primers is [250g/L]. 
.1 	Use the least toxic sealants and adhesives necessary to comply with requirements of this section. 
.2 	Close and seal, tightly, all partly used sealant and adhesive containers and store protected in well ventilated, fire-safe area at moderate temperature. 

.9 	Construction Adhesive: Low VOC polyurethane construction adhesives, resistant to freezing; max VOC [70g/L]. 



PART 3 - EXECUTION

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/17/2009): Edit article below as required to suit project application. The concrete curing period may vary depending if additives were used or not. Modify article when applicable. 



3.1      EXAMINATION 

.1 	The concrete must be cured a minimum of [60] days, prior to delivery of materials on site. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/17/2009): Edit article below as required to suit project application. 

.2 	Concrete slab moisture content must not exceed [4]% or exhibit negative alkalinity, carbonization or dusting. 

.3 	Floor surfaces must be smooth and flat with maximum variation of [3] mm in [3] meters. 

.4 	Provide report to Engineer - Architect stating that above conditions have been verified and met. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/17/2009): Use the Paragraph 3.2 when Flooring Contractor is required to provide corrections to the slab to ensure flatness tolerances specified. Delete otherwise. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/17/2009): For new construction projects, coordinate the installation and finishing of the concrete slab in the gymnasium with the work of this specification section. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/17/2009): For renovation work, ensure that preparation of existing concrete slab is considered in the design of the new flooring system. The specification is to indicate whether the system is to be shimmed to compensate for slight slab deficiencies or if slab leveling (using cementitious compound) will be required. For unknown quantities discuss with the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager for proper approach to suit the projects application. For example: for slab leveling, indicate the amount or area of leveling compound required for bidding purposes or include a Unit Price in the Tender Form. 



3.2      LEVELLING 

.1 	Remove subfloor ridges and bumps. Fill low spots, cracks, joints, holes and other defects with sub-floor filler and leveler. 

.2 	Clean floor and apply, trowel and float filler to leave smooth flat hard surface. Prohibit traffic until filler is cured. 

.3 	Allow filler and leveler to cure in accordance with manufacturer's recommendations. Do not install flooring until moisture levels are as specified herein. 

.4 	Ensure slab has a flatness tolerance to the one specified in this section. 



SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/24/2009): Coordinate game layout with the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager and the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division guidelines. Obtain written approval to deviate from these guidelines. 

3.3      SOCKETS AND ANCHORS 

.1 	Accurately locate floor socket and anchor locations in accordance with game line layout. Install to locations shown on drawings and approved shop drawings. Obtain Engineer - Architect's approval prior to installation. 

.2 	Demolish portions of existing concrete slab as required for installation of sockets and anchors. 

.3 	Secure sockets and anchors in concrete subfloor by grouting, ensuring installation is plumb. 

.4 	Secure cover and flange assembly flush in floating wood floor surface. 



SPEC NOTE -Frenette (Aug/24/2009): Select Sleeper System (Type A) or Compact System (Type B) as required to suit the project's application and installation. Delete the system that's not applicable. 

3.4      SLEEPER SYSTEM TYPE "A" 

.1 	Do not install system until proper acclimatizing (including humidity and room temperature) has been obtained. Provide report to engineer - Architect stating that all conditions have been verified and met. 

.2 	Install polyethylene film over entire substrate. Extend film up perimeter walls and secure. Overlap joints a minimum [150] mm and seal with acoustical sealant or [50] mm tape. 

.3 	Install resilient pads to underside of sleepers at [300] mm o.c. and at ends. 

.4 	Install sleepers over the polyethylene, end to end, perpendicular to the strip flooring direction. Space the sleepers at [300] mm o.c., stagger butt joints minimum [600] mm. Ensure that resilient pads bear on the substrate. Where shims are used, shims must be fixed to substrate using an epoxy adhesive. Maximum allowed VOC for contact adhesives [80g/L]. 

.5 	Install [19] mm plywood subfloor panels perpendicular to sleepers, staggering joints and spacing [6] mm apart. Secure panels using adhesive and screws placed at [150] mm o.c. over the sleepers. 

.6 	Provide [50] mm expansion voids at perimeter and at all vertical obstructions. 

.7 	Install felt underlay over subfloor, lap joints minimum [50] mm. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/17/2009): When applicable, provide solid plywood blocking under flooring occupied by retractable bleachers in the closed position. VOC content such as adhesive, formaldehyde used in plywood composition should meet minimum requirements for HPB (High Performance Building). Edit to suit or delete when not applicable. 

.8 	Provide solid [plywood] [________] blocking under flooring occupied by retractable bleachers in the closed stacked position. Provide in thickness as required to suit site conditions. Install stop blocking under bleachers in the extended position or heavy load areas as required. 



3.5      COMPACT SYSTEM TYPE "B" 

.1 	Do not install system until proper acclimatizing (including humidity and room temperature) has been obtained. Provide report to engineer - Architect stating that all conditions have been verified and met. 

.2 	Install polyethylene film over entire substrate. Extend film up perimeter walls and secure. Overlap joints a minimum [150] mm and seal with acoustical sealant or [50] mm tape. 

.3 	Install resilient pads to underside of lower subfloor panels at [300]mm o.c. (minimum [45] pads per plywood panel). 

.4 	Install the lower [13] mm plywood subfloor panels perpendicular to the maple flooring direction. Stagger joints and space 6 mm apart. 

.5 	Install the upper [13] mm plywood subfloor panels at 45 degrees to the long dimension of the room. Stagger joints and space [6] mm apart. Secure these panels using adhesive screws placed at [150] mm o.c. at panel perimeter and [300] mm o.c. throughout interior. 

.6 	Provide [50] mm expansion voids at perimeter and at all vertical obstructions. 

.7 	Install felt underlay over subfloor, lap joints minimum[50] mm. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/17/2009): When applicable, provide solid plywood blocking under flooring occupied by retractable bleachers in the closed position. VOC content such as adhesive, formaldehyde used in plywood composition should meet the requirements for HPB (High Performance Building). Edit to suit or delete when not applicable. 

.8 	Provide solid [plywood] [________] blocking under flooring occupied by retractable bleachers in the closed stacked position. Provide in thickness as required to suit site conditions. Install stop blocking under bleachers in the extended position or heavy load areas as required. 



3.6      STRIP FLOORING 

.1 	Install strip flooring parallel to long dimension of room. 

.2 	Ensure even blend of color variations. Abrupt color variation is not acceptable. 

.3 	Machine fasten flooring through the tongue with barbed cleats at [300] mm o.c., beginning in the centre of the floor. 

.4 	End joints to be tight and proper expansion spacing provided for humidity conditions anticipated. 

.5 	Face nail only in locations which machine nailer cannot be used. 

.6 	Provide [50] mm expansion voids at perimeter and at all vertical obstructions. 



SPEC NOTE Frenette (Aug/24/2009): Edit finishing procedures to suit all products specified to meet manufacturer's instructions. For example some products may require longer of shorter periods of drying time between coats. 

3.7      FINISHING 

.1 	Sand flooring with a drum sander, edger, buffer and hand scraper. 
.1 	Use a three cut system using coarse, medium and fine grade of sandpaper. 
.2 	After sanding the coarse and medium cuts with drum sander, apply compatible wood filler to face nail holes and other pinhole knots and checks prior to buffing the entire floor using [100] grit screen or equal grit sandpaper, with a heavy-duty buffing machine. 

.2 	Vacuum the entire floor before applying the first coat of finish. 

.3 	Floor shall present a smooth surface without drum stop marks, gouges, swirl marks or shiners 

.4 	Application of first coat: Low VOC oil modified polyurethane clear wood floor finish (to prevent swelling and rising of wood grain causing bonding of the tongue-and-groove joints). Selected from the most recent listing of the tested and certified products of the MFMA (Maple Flooring Manufactures Association). Maximum dry time [overnight] [as directed by manufacturer] [________] and cure time [72 hours] [as directed by manufacturer] [________] . 

.5 	Application of second coat: After allowing the first coat to dry [overnight], buff with [#2 steel wool] [as directed by manufacturer] [________] and vacuum prior to applying the second coat. Apply second coat of same product as number four above. Allow the second coat to dry [overnight] [as directed by manufacturer] [________] then lightly machine disk with [120 grit screen] [as directed by manufacturer] [________] , vacuum and tack the floor. This step is imperative and absolutely necessary for proper bonding to prevent peeling or de-laminating between the coats. Tack with water (when applicable). 

.6 	Apply game lines accurately with the aid of a precision taping machine. Use product compatible with all other products in the system. Colors to the requirements of the Department of Education. Layout in accordance with the reviewed shop drawing. Obtain Engineer - Architect's approval prior to painting. Lines shall be straight with sharp edges. Once the paint is dry, lightly abrade the lines with [steel wool] [as directed by manufacturer], [________], clean and vacuum the floor. 
.1 	Screen (sand) paint. This step is imperative and absolutely necessary for proper bonding to prevent peeling or de-laminating between the coats. Tack with water. 

.7 	Do not proceed with application of finish coats until game lines have been reviewed and approved by the Engineer-Architect. 

.8 	Application of finish coat: low VOC (maximum [275] g/l) commercial grade, two component, clear waterborne polyurethane finish. Dry time for recoating; [4 to 6 hours] [as directed by manufacturer] [________] and cure time [3 days] [as directed by manufacturer] [________]. 

SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/17/2009): When applicable and second coat is required by the Department of Transportation and Infrastructure - Buildings Division Project Manager, use article below. Delete when not required. 

.9 	Apply second coat of floor finish, after allowing the first coat to dry [overnight] [as directed by manufacturer], buff with [#2 steel wool] [as directed by manufacturer] [________] , vacuum and double tack the floor prior to applying the second coat. Apply the second coat over the first and let cure for [72 hours] [as directed by manufacturer] [________] prior to allowing foot traffic. 

.10 	Install perimeter base anchored to walls with screws, pre-molded outside corners and neatly mitered inside corners. 

.11 	Install thresholds at openings and where indicated. Attach threshold to adjacent rigid floor surface. Threshold to act as ramp between floor surfaces over expansion space. 



SPEC NOTE - Frenette (Aug/24/2009): Edit article below to suit project application. 

3.8      CLEANING 

.1 	Clean all surfaces of wood flooring, remove all unused material and debris from the site. 














